Abstract. Recent models of wind turbulence and turbulence-force relation as well still contain uncertainties. Further studies on them are needed to gain the better knowledge to refine the existing problems from analytical computations to wind tunnel's physical simulations in the wind engineering. The continuous and discrete wavelet transforms have been applied as powerful transformation tools to represent time series into the timefrequency localization. This paper will apply the orthogonal-based wavelet decomposition to investigate the intermittency of the turbulence and to detect the turbulence-force correlation in the both temporal-spectral information using proposed cross energy of wavelet decompositions. Analyzing data have been obtained by physical measurements on model from the wind tunnel tests.
INTRODUCTION
Uncertainty exists in the recent models of wind turbulence and turbulent-induced forces to produce overestimation or underestimation of random aerodynamic response of structures. It is assumed that the induced forces are proportional to the instantaneous fluctuating velocities (turbulent components) and the attacked direction of turbulent flow as content of the quasi-steady theory. This theory is consistent, however, only if there are simultaneous correspondences between turbulence and turbulent-induced forces not in the frequency domain, but the time domain. So far, moreover, turbulence and induced forces has usually been studied based on the spectral transformation that is only valid for stationary time series. Wavelet Transforms (WT) have been recently developed as mathematical tools, based on a convolution operation between an original time series and an analyzing function, called wavelet or mother wavelet (Daubechies, 1992) . The WT advantages over the conventional spectral transformations such as Fourier Transform (FT) and ShortTime Fourier Transform (STFT) in simultaneously time-frequency analysis with flexible resolutions. The WT becomes powerful analyzing tool for stationary, nonstationary, intermittent time series, especially, to find out hidden short events inside the time series. Because of its advantages, the WT have been applied in the various fields such as digital signal processing, image coding and compressing (Boggess and Narcowich, 2001; Bruns, 2004) , numerical analysis and digital simulation (Zeldin and Spanos, 1996; Kareem and Kijewski, 2002; Kitagawa and Nomura, 2003 ; Le, 2006) , system and flow identification (Nguyen, 2005) and so on, and they still are increasingly evolving. The first idea to use the WT for studying atmospheric turbulence proposed by Farge (1992) to develop some tools such as local intermittency and energy of wavelet decompositions, wavelet power spectrum. Camussi and Guj (1997) carried out the wavelet decompositions with orthogonal-based wavelets to permit the identification of the time information of coherent structures of artificial turbulence. Hajj (1999) also used the orthogonal-based wavelets, moreover, to decompose the time series of turbulence into different scales and to investigate an extent of energy intermittency of prominent scales which contain most of energy. Correlation between atmospheric turbulence and turbulent-induced pressure has been discussed in frequency domain by Tieleman et at.(1998) using higher-order Fourier transform tools. Previous literatures (Tieleman et al., 1998; Hajj, 1999) commented natural existence of the non-stationary characteristics of turbulence and the nonlinear cross-bicoherence between turbulence and induced pressure. Cross correlation between turbulence and induced pressure or forces in time-frequency plane, accordingly, using the WT tools need to be studied as logical development.
In this paper, the discrete wavelet transform using orthogonal-based wavelets will be presented with its applications on the time-frequency analysis of artificial turbulence, especially, correlation between turbulence and turbulent-induced forces. Furthermore, some concepts such as energy of wavelet decomposition, energy of intermittency, cross energy between two wavelet decompositions are going to be considered. Analyzing data of turbulence and turbulent-induced forces have been obtained by physical measurements from the wind tunnel tests.
DISCRETE WAVELET TRANSFORM AND MULTI-RESOLUTION ANALYSIS
Continuous wavelet transform (CWT) of a given time series f(t) is defined as a convolution operation between the time series f(t) and a wavelet function ) 
In the CWT, the time series f(t) is sampled continuously on all over time-scale plane. Thus, the CWT creates a lot of redundant information and time consumption. The time and the scale parameters should be discretized in a mutual dependence and with respect to the Nyquist's sampling rule. A binary logarithmic disretization (dyadic grid) is commonly used due to octave by octave computational procedure: 
The CWT due to the above-mentioned discretized manner, however, is considered as wavelet frame transform (WFT) or wavelet series. The discrete wavelet transform (DWT) carries out so-called multi-resolution analysis for both decomposition 
where g[n], h[n]: scaling wavelet coefficients and wavelet function ones, respectively. Accordingly, the relation between g[n] and h[n] can be obtained
Using the wavelet and scaling functions, the DWT's wavelet decompositions of ) (t f in (5) can be represented at certain level m 0 by two summations as follows:
The first summation refers to the low resolution or coarse approximation of ) (t f at the level m 0 that corresponds to the low-frequency band components, whereas the second one is sum of high-resolution details of ) (t f , corresponds to the highfrequency band ones. The DWT's decompositions at level M can be expressed by the summation of approximation coefficient at final level M (A M ) and sum of detail coefficients at lower level M m ≤ (D m ): 
ENERGY OF DECOMPOSITION, INTERMITTENCY FACTOR AND INTERMITTENT ENERGY, ENERGY OF CROSS CORRELATION
The DWT's coefficients represent amplitude of wavelet decompositions associated with the time-frequency information at certain spectral bands. Energy of wavelet decompositions, however, plays more significant role than the amplitude themselves, because the energy of wavelet decompositions relates to the energy contribution of coefficients on total energy of original time series. Energy of wavelet decompositions is defined as the same way as that of discrete time series as the square of amplitude of wavelet decompositions.
Intermittency factor of wavelet decompositions, described by the means of time factor or percentage is measured as a ratio between total time fraction of higher energy state over energy threshold and entire time interval of wavelet decompositions. The energy threshold has been defined as twice the average energy of wavelet decompositions (Farge, 1992 , Hajj, 1999 ). Intermittent energy, moreover, is defined as percentage of energy contribution of higher energy state in wavelet decompositions over their total energy.
Cross correlation between turbulent components and turbulent-induced forces has been detected in the temporal-spectral structure using proposed term of cross energy. Cross energy is defined as a product operator between energy of wavelet decompositions of turbulence and corresponding energy of wavelet decompositions of their induced forces at the same decomposition level.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE
Turbulence and turbulent-induced forces have been determined simultaneously in the open-circuit wind tunnel of the Bridge and Wind Engineering Laboratory, Kyoto University using rectangular section model with slender ratio B/D=5 (see Figure 3) . Two turbulent components (longitudinal u(t) and vertical w(t)) have been measured thanks to X-type hot-wire anemometer (Model 0252, Kanomax Co., Ltd., Japan). Two induced forces (lift L(t) and moment M(t)) have been also obtained using dynamic 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
The DWT of seven-level wavelet decompositions (consisting of eight coefficients D 1 , D 2 , D 3 , D 4 , D 5 , D 6 , D 7 , A 7 ) has been used with measured turbulences and cross correlation between turbulence and induced forces. Figure 5 shows the energy of wavelet decompositions of u-and w-components in the turbulent case 1 represented both in time domain (0÷10s) and frequency band (0÷500Hz). It notes that cut-off frequency here is 500Hz as half of the sampling rate. Figure 6 indicates Fourier- based power spectral densities (PSD) and associated frequency bands corresponding to wavelet decompositions. As can be seen that wavelet decompositions concentrate on certain frequency bands and spectral resolution increases twice with an increase of decomposition levels (at high scale). For example, coefficient D 1 contains the long and high frequency band of 250÷500Hz (low resolution), while A 7 focuses on short and low band of 0÷3.91Hz (high resolution). As a result, the temporal-spectral information of wavelet decompositions is completely known from this multiresolution analysis. Low-level wavelet decompositions such as D 1 , D 2 associated with high frequency bands (containing 125÷500Hz spectral components) do not contribute much on total energy of turbulence, thus they can be considered as system noise. As eliminating low-level decompositions or high-level ones from signals, it is as a principle of the DWT-based low-band or high-band digital filters of turbulence. loss of accuracy from reconstruction of original time series. Next, the intermittency can be revealed from Figure 7 that the intermittency factor gets small, whereas the intermittent energy has large. This explains that high energy events hold very short time, but they contribute almost energy. For example, in the coefficients of ucomponent in the case 1, the high energy events in A 7 only take 14.24% in total time but hold 50.78% in total energy (For short, it is written 12.24%(50.78%) in A 7 ), 15.36%(56.85%) in D 6 , 14.44%(59.33%) in D 5 . Finally, in all cases of turbulence, the high energy events of u-component take between 12%÷18% in time but hold 50%÷65% in energy, and those of w-component take 14%÷18% in time, hold 45%÷65% in energy. frequency band and time domain. As can be seen from Figure 5 and Figure 8 , it seems high energy events of turbulence-force correlation do not occur simultaneously with those of turbulence at the same frequency bands, thus it implies that no consistent relation between turbulence and induced forces in the time-frequency domains. For example, in the high-level wavelet decomposition A7 (0÷3.91Hz) high energy events in w-turbulence occur at roughly 1s, 4.3s, 6.3s, while events of high cross energy between w-turbulence and lift are obtaining at about 2s, 4.3s, 4.8s, 5.3s, 6.8s, 7.3s, 8.8s; between w-turbulence and moment at 2s, 3.2s, 4.3s, 4.7s, 5.2s, 7s, 7.3s, 9.5s. The same comments can be revealed from other wavelet decompositions as well as u-turbulence and correlation between u-turbulence and induced lift, moment.
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CONCLUSION
Artificial turbulence and correlation between turbulence and induced aerodynamic forces have been discussed here thanks to orthogonal-based wavelet decomposition using experimental data from the wind tunnel test. Some concepts such as intermittency factor and intermittent energy, cross energy of multi-level wavelet decompositions have been used for studying turbulence and turbulence-force correlation. It can be concluded with some followings: (1) Low-band spectral components contribute dominantly on total energy of turbulence. Especially, high energy events relating to instantaneous peaks of the turbulence exist shortly and discretely but contain almost the energy, it implies the intermittency as nature of wind turbulence. Spectral components of turbulence and induced forces vary with both the time and the frequency, it means that turbulence and induced forces as well exhibit as non-stationary characteristics. (2) High energy events of turbulence and induced forces do not simultaneously occur on the time domain at the same frequency bands. Thus, no reliable linkage can be observed in the turbulence-force high correlation corresponding to the high energy events occurring in turbulence. (3) Since turbulence and induced forces exhibit as non-stationary nature, and relation between turbulence and forces is still not consistent, thus conventionally analytical tools based on Fourier spectral transformation can produce unpredictable risks for aerodynamic response evaluation in aspects of experiment, computation and simulation.
